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Abstract
Observations in nature suggest a particularly high risk of wind-induced forest damage in the
near-edge region. Unsteady processes excited by strong gusts from the atmospheric boundary layer are likely to play a major role. To gain more insight into the corresponding flow behaviour, wind tunnel experiments were made with artificially generated 3D wind gusts, produced by short inductions of pressurized air, combined with Time Resolved - Particle Image
Velocimetry measurements. The interactions of forest edges of different shape with unsteady
gusts were investigated. The findings show that an edge-induced primary vortex, which
forms shortly behind the edge, ‘catches’ high momentum fluid from the overflowing gust and
directs it into the canopy. It seems that this primary vortex forms when a gust passes the
forest edge and the upper part of the gust overflows the edge whereas the lower part penetrates the forest front. The fluid mass entering the forest front is decelerated and leaves the
canopy top leading to a kind of cross flow phenomenon with the overflowing part of the gust.
As a result, the primary vortex is generated, which is then subject to typical Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability condition.
1. Introduction
Flow above and through vegetation has been of high interest since many years and the motivations to work on this topic are manifold (de Langre 2008). Especially on the interaction of
airflow and trees and in particular on the wind-induced damage of forests much research has
been accomplished and should be done in the future (Schindler et al. 2012). One reason for
this research are winter storms, which have the most destructive potential of all natural risks
for European forests (Albrecht et al. 2010). Schelhaas et al. (2003) reported that in the period
from 1950 to 2000 storms were responsible for 53% of total damage of European forests
which is about 8.1% of the total fellings in Europe and Henneka et al. (2006) found that
storms are by far the costliest natural catastrophes in Germany.
From many observations it is known that wind-related damage to trees is often associated
with hilly topography or canopy heterogeneity such as edges and clearings (Finnigan and
Brunet 1995). Of particular interest has been the flow at windward forest edges as sometimes the damage occurs some distance behind the first row (Mitscherlich 1971). But already
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Wölfle (1937) stated that this phenomenon can not be explained only by the fact that the first
tree rows grow more windfirm than trees inside the stand. Still today, the dynamics of the air
flow at forest edges with respect to tree failure is not completely understood. In the last years
special attention was given to the adjustment of the flow to the step change in surface
roughness and the shear layer region which forms at canopy top (field experiments: Kruijt et
al. 1995, Irvine et al. 1997; wind-tunnel experiments: Ruck and Adams 1991, Stacey et al.
1994, Morse et al. 2002, Agster and Ruck 2003, Ruck et al. 2010; numerical simulations:
Yang et al. 2006, Dupont and Brunet 2008, 2009).
The specific literature shows agreement on the point that the process of wind-induced damage is unsteady. Coherent structures and less organized turbulent behaviour seem to play a
major role for that process. Large Eddy Simulations provide much data and highly interesting
results due to their ability of simulating unsteady processes with a three dimensional spatial
resolution. But it is very important to conduct as well experiments in the field and in the laboratory to obtain equivalent insight on the dynamics of the flow and to validate the modelling
assumptions made in the simulations. From this point of view we have been motivated to do
Time Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry (TR-PIV) measurements at the Laboratory of
Building and Environmental Aerodynamics, Institute for Hydromechanics, KIT in Karlsruhe
(Germany). We focused on the unsteady processes which are most likely responsible to
cause damage in the near-edge region of forests, i.e. the impact of a strong gust of the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer. The wind tunnel facility and the experimental setup allowed
to do these experiments with a reproducibility and level of control which is not achievable in
the field. It is our aim to gain and provide a deeper insight of the unsteady flow behaviour at
forest edges with wind conditions likely to cause damage.

2. Experimental Details
2.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments were made in a closed-return wind tunnel (Goettinger type) and by Hot-wire
and Laser Doppler anemometry the turbulence intensity of the wind tunnel was determined to
be less than 2%. The working section of the tunnel is 3.30 m long with a 0.75 m * 0.75 m
cross section of the nozzle. Behind the nozzle an extension of 1.11 m length was attached,
so that a 90°-curved injection pipe could be inserted at the bottom. The injection pipe pointing towards the working section was connected to a fast pneumatic valve (FESTO solenoid
valve MHE4-MS1H-3/2G-QS-8-K). The pneumatic valve itself was connected to a pressurized tank adjusted to a constant pressure of 4 bar throughout the experiments. The injection
pipe had an inner diameter of 10 mm and the simulated gusts were released at height zpipe =
11.5 cm, see figure 1. With the controllable valve and via the injection pipe, defined pulses of
pressurized air (gusts) could be produced overlaying the base flow of 8 m/s. The opening
time of the pneumatic valve was set to 16 ms throughout the experiments to produce strong
gusts approaching the forest edge.
Field investigations as well as numerical simulations, see Choi 2004, Chay et al. 2006 a,b,
Panneer Selvam and Holmes 1992, show that wind profiles of severe gusts, downbursts or
thunderstorm gusts do not show a monotonically increasing wind speed with height but show
a velocity maximum near the gust front nose. Apparently, an approaching severe gust overrules any wind characteristics of the base flow. Thus, in the present study, we omitted a detailed simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer profile of the base flow, i.e. no additional
turbulence generating devices like spires or roughness elements were positioned in the
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fetch. We concentrated solely on the interaction of single and defined severe gusts with a
permeable forest edge. For the investigation and scaling of the artificial gust, measurements
without a forest downstream of the pipe were performed as well.

Fig. 1: Schematic of the experimental setup. A forest model of height H =11.5 cm was placed in the
open test section of the wind-tunnel. Upstream of the forest edge, in a distance of 541 mm and in a
height of z pipe = H = 11.5 cm, the injection pipe was positioned and connected to pressurized air via a
controllable pneumatic valve.

For the experiments of the interaction of gusts and forest edges a forest model consisting of
individual stiff conifer models of average height H =11.5 cm was placed 54.1 cm behind the
outlet of the injection pipe. The tree models had a stream-wise and cross-wise spacing of 2
cm and a round 5.5 cm long and 4 mm thick polystyrene stem with a 6 ± 0.5 cm long crown.
For measurements with different edge taper angles two different forest edges were mounted
in front of the sharp 90°-forest edge (labeled TA90) with an inclination of 45° (TA45) and 27°
(TA27), see figure 2.

Fig. 2: Windward side of model forest consisting of individuale 11.5 cm high conifer models, regularly
spaced in stream-wise x and cross-wise y direction.

2.2 Measurement technique
Velocity measurements were made with a 2D/2C TR-PIV system of DantecDynamics. The
TR-PIV system used for the experiments consisted of two frequency doubled Nd:YAG lasers
(each 14 mJ/pulse at a frequency of 1000 Hz in Q-switch mode and wavelength of 532 nm) a
high speed camera (SpeedSense9072, 2190 frames per second at full resolution, 32 GB
memory) with a 1280*800 pixel CMOS-Sensor (pixel-size px 2 = 20*20 µm2) and a Zeiss
Planar T* 1.4/50mm ZF lens. The laser beams were aligned by mirrors, adjusted by cylindrical lenses and directed into the working section by a mirror to illuminate the measurement
positions with a 1 mm thick light sheet. The tracer particles of 1-3 µm size were generated by
vaporization and condensation of 1,2-propanediol and injected at the end of the working section to ensure a homogeneous seeding of the air. A digital synchronizer was utilized to syn-
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chronize the pneumatic valve and hence the artificial gust generation with the PIV measurements (see as well Tischmacher and Ruck 2011).
Three positions above the forest model were defined for 2D/2C TR-PIV measurements in the
same plane as the pipe and directly above a line of trees. The measurement areas are all
about 370 mm in width, 231 mm in height, hence corresponding to ratio of 0.29 mm/px, and
cover the near-edge region from -1.29 x / H to 6.98 x / H , compare figure 1.

The measurements where made with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz in the double
frame/single exposure mode (Raffel et al. 2007). Afterwards the particle images were evaluated with the software DynamicStudio v3.00 of DantecDynamics using an adaptive crosscorrelation algorithm with 50% overlap to obtain the velocity vectors which were validated
with a peak-height criterion of 1.2 and a median filtering on 3*3 IAs. The final size of the IAs
was 32 px *32 px corresponding to a spatial resolution of about 9.2 mm*9.2 mm =
0.08 H *0.08 H . To correct the low but systematic error of the lens distortion, a calibration
with a third order polynomial was applied to the velocity vectors which were afterwards exported to MATLAB for post-processing.

2.3 Analysis

The synchronization allowed for calculating the ensemble average of different gust events
which will be denoted by angular brackets in the following, e.g.

u ( x, z, t ) =

1
N
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k

k =1

for the horizontal velocity component u , but equivalently for the vertical component w or for
the ensemble averaged momentum flux uw . At each measurement position and for each
edge shape setup, 54 gust events were injected and measured for 300 ms.
To analyse the measured process, it proved valuable to extract information on the vortical
structure of the ensemble averaged velocity field. The identification of vortices in turbulent
flows is not straight-forward (Jeong and Hussain 1995) and vorticity fails in general to detect
a swirling motion. As identification of vortical motion the swirling strength
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was used as defined in Zhou et al. (1999) and Adrian et al. (2000). In the case of swirling
motion, the value λ2ci is negative whereas a higher absolute value indicates a stronger rotational motion.

3. Results
3.1 Gust characteristics

The gusts were produced by injecting pressurized air for a duration of 16 ms into a base flow.
Figure 3 shows a typical gust generated in the wind tunnel. The gust contours are ensemble
averaged over 50 individual gusts, released at a height z / H = 1.4 and without a forest
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model in the test section downstream of the injection pipe (pure approach flow). As can be
seen, the gust is accompanied by a vortex ring structure. The gusts, which effect we want to
describe in this article, were released at height z / H = 1. The gust factor of 1.6 and a corresponding length of about 3.2* H indicates a strong and in nature rarely occurring gust (Deacon 1965).

Fig. 3: Structure of the ensemble average of 50 gusts released at height 1.4 H . The colour coding
represents u in absolute values, [m/s], and the streamlines are calculated by the velocity field

(u

− u ref , w

) with the free-stream velocity uref = 8 m/s.

3.2 The base flow

The gusts were released into a low turbulence base flow which is characterized in figure 4.
The velocity vectors show the upward deflection and distortion of the flow as well as the
strong deceleration close above the canopy. The most rapid deceleration occurs in the range
of the first two tree heights, which is as well the region where – as expected – a pronounced
upward outflow due to continuity is present.

Fig. 4: Setup TA90; mean velocity vectors for the base flow with corresponding colour-coded horizontal mean velocity shear ∂u ∂z ⋅ H u ref . Values lower than 0.3 are blanked for a better visibility of the
shear layer.
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The contours of the normalized shear reveal a thin shear layer (wake) caused by the presence of the injection pipe in front of the model at height H and the existence of a second
strong shear layer which originates at canopy top height of the forest at 0 < x / H < 1. In contrast to the findings of canopy flows in a simulated and scaled atmospheric boundary layer,
we see that the shear layer detaches downstream of its origin and its inflection point height is
not at canopy top but is increasing with x . But we think that this is of minor importance, as
the strong momentum of the artificial gust dominates such that this difference is negligible for
the dynamical behaviour.

3.3 Dynamics of the gust at the forest edge

The induction of pressurized air into a base flow causes a correlated air packet with overspeed, i.e. a gust to approach the forest edge. The structure of the gust is like an elongated
vortex ring and as the injection pipe is located at z = H we see in the measuring plane a
counter-clockwise rotating vortex above z = H and a clockwise rotating vortex below z = H .
The two the forest edge approaching rotational cores can be seen in figure 5 a, which shows
the swirling strength of the ensemble averaged flow velocity field as well as the corresponding velocity vectors. As the gust approaches the forest, the lower vortex is not lifted above
the edge but impinges on the first tree row. The upper vortex instead is deflected upwards
and the velocity is strongly increased above the canopy directly at the edge during the gust
passage, as can be seen in figure 5 b. In the following, a vortex core starts to develop at the
canopy top in the region of 1 < x / H < 2, see figure 5 c.
The new forming canopy top vortex seems to be initiated by the cross flow of high momentum gust fluid over the canopy and an upward outflow from below. This upward flow out of
the canopy is observable until about 1.5 x / H and is caused by fluid mass entering the stem
area at the frontal edge. As a consequence of a deceleration in the stand, fluid mass is
forced to leave the forest at the canopy top. It seems that fluid mass coming out of the canopy leads to a classical cross flow phenomenon resulting in the primary vortex, which, then,
is subject to plane mixing layer instabilities. The swirling motion associated with the primary
vortex shortly behind the forest edge at canopy top height is increasing in size and causes
momentum to be transported into the tree crowns in front of its moving core, see figure 5 c,d.
Downstream of about four tree heights behind the first tree row, the swirling strength decreases whereas the size of the rotational area is growing and losing its clear structure, see
figure 5 e.
Figure 6 shows for the three different forest edge configurations the most negative values of
the ensemble averaged momentum flux. Just negative values are plotted, indicating regions
of strong downward directed motion and hence regions of an increased forest damage probability. Due to figure 6 the TA45 and TA27 configurations indicate that the region of strongest
downward momentum flux is shifted by tapered edges to about one tree height upstream
compared to the TA90 configuration. Although the region of a strong impact is more pronounced in the TA45 case, the greatest magnitude at height z = 1.16H is almost equal for
the TA27 and TA45 configuration and is about 12% more negative than for the TA90 configuration. The region where negative values of uw occur covers – at least for x > 2H - the

part below the shear layer indicating line of the base flow (compare figure 4).
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Fig. 5: Colour-coded swirling strength, 1000 λ2ci , and velocity vectors of the ensemble averaged flow
field at 5 different times w.r.t. the opening time of the pneumatic valve. All vector lengths of the figure
are plotted at the same scale. Values above -250 of the swirling strength are blanked out.
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Fig. 6: Negative uw -values by 54 gust events for the setups TA90, TA45 and TA27, gusts released
at height z pipe = H . Plotted are the normalized most negative values of uw of the gust event. The
dotted lines represent the middle of the corresponding detached shear layers of the undisturbed flow
(see fig. 4).

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The TR-PIV measurements revealed the gust dynamics with a so far unknown spatial and
temporal resolution. We found in detail that a part of the gust penetrates the forest front
(edge), whereas another part continues its way over the canopy. Fluid mass, which penetrates the forest front is partially blocked by stems and canopy material. Thus, as a consequence of continuity, a part of the inflow mass flows out via the canopy top within a distance
of about 1-2 tree heights from the edge. When the first outflow takes place during a gust
event, the gust is still blowing over the edge provided that it has a certain length. We found,
that the interference of canopy outflow and horizontal flow of that gust part, which passes the
edge-region above canopy height, induces the development of a swirling motion (clockwise if
the flow is from left to right) at canopy top between 1 and 2 x / H . This is the onset region for
a primary vortex. The outflowing fluid mass induces an instability (cross flow-like) in the flow
field above the edge-near canopy, which leads to the formation of the primary vortex. The
formation at canopy top starts beneath the overflowing gust, i.e. only the front portion of the
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gust has past the location of the primary vortex formation. Thus, the rest of the gust is affected by the primary vortex, which catches high speed fluid from the gust center and directs
it into the canopy. All this indicates that the gust length as well as the strength of the primary
vortex play an important role for the problem and have to be considered.
Furthermore, the findings show that the formation of the primary vortex, which can also be
referred to as ‘first large coherent structure behind the edge’, is rather a cross flow phenomenon than a pure Kelvin-Helmholtz-type instability phenomenon. However, both phenomena overlap and it is not surprising that LES computations without discrete severe gust
simulation (Dupont and Brunet 2009) deliver at least qualitatively comparable results. The
presented results suggest that for severe gusts the plane mixing layer analogy (see Finnigan
and Brunet 1995, Raupach et al. 1996, Finnigan 2000) cannot be used alone to explain the
formation of the primary vortex. We are convinced that the primary vortex is initiated by the
interference of the described edge-near canopy outflow and the overflowing part of the gust.
After the formation, the vortex is advected downstream and, of course, subject to mixing
layer conditions.
LDA experiments with different edge taper angles (Ruck et al. 2010) indicate an upstream
shift of the area of high turbulent momentum fluxes for decreasing taper angle. This agrees
with the findings of the unsteady PIV experiments (see fig. 6). However, a fundamental and
qualitative difference of the outer flow field induced by forest edges with different angles was
not measured.
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